AWARDS:

$1,000 Best of Show
$750 2nd place
$500 3rd place

CALENDAR:
October 15, 2016 - Submission deadline (midnight)
November 16, 2016 - Acceptance notification
January 7, 2017 - Work due
January 14 – February 26, 2017 - Exhibition dates
January 14, 2017 - Opening reception, 5-9pm.
Award announcement time TBD
February 28 – March 4, 2017 - Pick-up/return of work

CONTACT INFORMATION:

Please direct questions regarding the exhibition
to Amanda Cooper, Curator of Exhibitions, at
727-822-7872 x 2112 or
Amanda.cooper@moreanartscenter.org

JUROR BIO:

Sam Abell is a teacher, artist, and photographer
who learned photography from his father, also
a teacher, at their home in Sylvania, Ohio.
After graduating from the University of Kentucky Sam worked for National Geographic
as a contract and staff photographer for thirty-three years.

CALL FOR ENTRY DEADLINE:
October 15, 2016 (midnight)
JUROR: Sam Abell

In 1990, his work was the subject of a one-person exhibition and monograph titled ‘Stay This
Moment’ at the International Center of Photography in New York City.
Since then he has published three collections
of his work: Seeing Gardens, Sam Abell: The
Photographic Life, and The Life of a Photograph.
In addition, Sam maintains an international
career as a writer, teacher, and lecturer on photography.

www.samabell.com
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DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES:
October 15, 2016 (midnight)
The Morean is pleased to invite
photographers currently residing in the US
to submit entries for possible exhibition in
the 2016 national photography exhibition
“The Journey: Photographs Along the Way.”
The exhibition will be held at the Morean
Arts Center January 14 – February 26, 2017.

Heads down, earbuds in, often we are so
consumed with getting to the destination
we don’t notice the interesting world
around us as we travel. What does this
world of travel look like? The Journey asks
photographers to portray everything but
the destination. Think about a journey, from
epic to ordinary commute, and all that goes
into it--the packing, the navigation and
the way you get there. The trains, planes
and automobiles yes, but also the biking,
hiking and boats. Consider the places you
stay--the hostels, hotels, motels, tents
and backs of buses. Think too about the
emotional ups--and the downs--of travel
itself. Photographs of travel’s well known
moods--the boredom of waiting as well
as the exhilarating anticipation of arrival-are also what this exhibit is about. It’s The
Journey, not the destination.

ENTRY PROCEDURES:

All entries must be made using
the online entry system.

ELIGIBILITY:

The exhibition and competition is open to all
artists (age 18 or older) who are residents of the
US. All work must be original, completed within
the last two years, and not previously exhibited
at the Morean. Please keep post production to a
minimum, no composites. Images may be color or
black & white. The juror has the final authority for
selection. All work must be for sale.

LIABILITY:

All reasonable precautions will be taken by
the Morean to ensure protection of submitted
work upon receipt at the Morean. Work will
be insured for the duration of the exhibition
while on site at the Morean. No liability will be
assumed by the juror, sponsors, or the Morean
Arts Center personnel connected with the
exhibition for damage incurred or loss of work
while in transit. Artists are advised to insure
their work during shipping.

JUDGING:

Selection of works for the exhibition will be
done by the juror from the images submitted.
The juror reserves the right to eliminate any
work which does not meet the standards of
quality for the exhibition. Award winners will
be selected from the actual works displayed in
the gallery.

CATEGORIES AND SIZE LIMITATIONS:

If accepted, the original works must be
framed and equipped with wire, ready for
hanging. Images should not exceed 50
inches in width, including frame.

SHIPPING AND PICKUP OF ARTWORK:

Accepted work may be hand-delivered or
shipped (pre-paid) to arrive no later than
January 7, 2017. Artwork will be accepted
up to two weeks prior to the delivery
deadline. Insurance while in transit is the
artist’s responsibility. Unsold works will be
shipped back at the artist’s expense. Please
include prepaid return forms or payment for
return shipping with your work.

AGREEMENT:

Submitting an entry form to this exhibition
constitutes an agreement on the part
of the artists with all conditions in this
prospectus. No work accepted for exhibition
may be withdrawn before the close of the
exhibition. After an artist’s work has been
accepted by the Morean, the artist cannot
substitute another work for the accepted
one or raise the sale price. The Morean
reserves the right to refuse an entry if, upon
arrival, the juror or exhibitions staff finds the
work unacceptable. Sales are encouraged
and the Morean retains a 40% commission
on all works sold during the exhibition.
Artists will be paid for sold works within 30
days of the close of the exhibition.

